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INTRODUCTION

Statement

The area of investigation
Fifth Grade Arithmetic

of Problem

selected

for this report is 11A Comparison of the

Content as Prescribed

Adopted in the State of Utah for 1954and

Significance

Education
the populace
of criticism
education

in the Basal Arithmetic

1964.

11

of the Problem

has been unde r severe criticism

for the pa st ten to twenty years by

and newspaper and magaz in e editors.

Arithmetic

has received

since the first Sputnik was placed in orbit . The criticism
implied that our children

Textbooks

its share

focused on

today were not taught a s well as those a gener-

ation or more ago.
According
today children

to the literature,

ore taught be tt e r than those in the prev iou s gene ration s.

( 1949, p. 50-51)
children

investiga ted the se cha rge s by giving achievement

in sixty commun ities in seven states.

from two to nine year s.
indicated

comparisons

Tieg s

tests to 230,000

He found the measures of the growth of children

Alberty (1951),

that

These te sts we re g iven at intervals

an overal I gain in both the fundamentals

metical reasoning.
favorable

from 1954 to 1964, there is an indication

of arithmetic

after 1945

and in the arith-

Lanton ( 1954) and other s also found similar

in their research.

Although there have been indications

through literature

that our children

are

2
learning

arithmetic

provement

better

today,

there is always room for improvement.

has been witnessed by the amount of Iiterature

to help teachers

that has been pub Iished

become aware of the changes in teaching

arithmetic.

workshops have been held in various sections of the state of Utah.
was held two years ago in Dav is County School District.
shop, similar to the one held in Davis County,
were sent out to all of the school districts
attend

Special
For example,

one

This past year another work-

was held in Salt Lake City.

Invitations

in the state of Utah urging teachers

to

these workshops.
In some of the school districts,

to attend

such as Iron County,

teachers

night classes in order to become better acquainted

to mathematics.
they,

This im-

Classes have been offered to teachers

too, might become acquainted

background

school teachers

of mathematics.

their winter programs,

attending

money under the National

to attend special

Some of the districts

in-service

with the newer approach
summer school so

with the newer concepts of mathematics.

United States government appropriated
Act for elementary

have been urged

The

Defense Education

math workshops to enrich their

in Utah are incorporating

in

training for their teachers.

Purpose of the Study

Book companies are aware of the change in mathematics
updating

their t·extbooks by changing

er approach
arithmetic

the content

and are therefore

to meet the cha I lenge of the new-

to mathematics . For this purpose the author desired to compa re the
textbooks of 1964 with those of 1954 to determine

that have taken place in the basal arithmetic
state of Utah.

the changes,

textbooks on the adopted

if any,

I ist for the

3

Limitation

Ar ithmetic

textbook

To make a comparison

prepared

series have been published

of all the arithmetic

be too great an undertaking
to a comparison

of the Study

fifth grade a r ithmetic

on the fifth grade level would

fo r a paper of this type . This study ha s been limited

of the basal a ri thmetic

by the arithmetic

textbooks

by numerous book companies.

committee

textbooks

te x tbooks adopted

by the state of Utah as

for the state of Utah . The content

fo r the years of l954and

of the

l964 w ill be compared .

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Changes

Investigation

in Arithmetic

According

of the literature

to Literature

shows that arithmetic

changes since its introduction

into the school curriculum

the United States.

was taught as a separate

Arithmetic

period . At first it was taught
trade (Flournoy,

1964).

used made no attempt

According

to Overman

subject

period of

during the Colonial

( 1964, p . 1-14) the books first

to show the pr inciples underlying

of arithmetic

in the Colonial

several

just to the boys who were going into commerce or

The theory of the Swiss educato r, John Heinrich
teaching

has undergone

the operations.
Pesta Iozzi,

influenced

the

during the period of 1821-1857 . Pesta Iozzi believed:

...
that a child is endowed by nature with certain
instincts or capacities and it was the purpose of education to develop these faculties (Overman,
1964

p. 3-7).
Biber described
acuteness

Pe sta Iozzi 's work as "entirely

and strengthen

Warren Colburn
a profound influence

introduced

of arithmetic

method was sweeping

gave no rules to the children
through this "first lesson".

to develop

the

1964)

Pest a Iozzi 1s method to America . This method had

on the teaching

century . The importance
in the teaching

the mind • 11 (Overman,

mental exercises

of ar it hmetic during the middle of the eighteenth
in the schools was increasing
the schools . Colburn 1s text,

and a change
First Lessons,

of ages five or six; they were to think their way

5
(1964, p. 7-8) stated the effect of Pesta Iozzi and Colburn 's

Overman
development

of arithmetic

goals in the American

curriculum:

. . . added a new goal to the two that had domi noted the
Before 1821 arithmetic
teaching of arithmetic in America.
was taught as a tool for practical use (social goal) and, in
the higher schools and colleges, as an organized body of
To these is now added a third,
knowledge (scientific goal).
the teaching of ari,thmetic as a means of training and developing the mind.
This addition of a third goal for the teaching of arithmetic is important even though the methods used to attain
_.· .. The psychology
this goal were relatively ineffective
today, but we see in
outdated
is
Colburn
and
of Pesta Iozzi
their work the first attempt to teach arithmetic according
to the way in which the mind develops and an aid to that
although
This is still an important objective,
development.
our methods of accomplishing this aim are quite different
as a result of our more detailed and more accurate know. ledge of psychology. " r

J
Teaching of arithmetic
pline continued

went through a period of stagnation

to be the major aim .

The beginning

.

Mental disci-

of the twentieth

brought a new emphasis on the social value of arithmetic.
Mc Murray (1905, p. 16) writes:
The chief a im of arithmetic is the mastery of the
world on the quantita ti ve side through number concepts
: . . to gain this mas t e ry a chi Id must have a varied
(with) the things of the
number of expe r iences . ..
objective world .
The think we aim at
accurate mastery of our
narrow point of view of
processes and discipline

is a completely practical and
material surroundings from the
numbers . It is not mathematical
for their own sake.

Wilson (1926, p. 1-2) writes:
While not denying the cultural and disciplinary
it is assumed that arithmetic in
values of arithmetic,
the grades is justified only on the pasis of its utility

century

6
in the common affairs of I ife. We learn the mul tip Iication tables not to sharpen the wits nor to comprehend
a beautiful system but to figure out bil Is, our taxes, or
the interest on a note .
Flournoy (1964,

p. 3-7) has the following

to say about the change

that arith ·-

me tic has undergone!
The meaning approach was introduced in the middle
1930 1s. Arithmetic was described as a 'system of related
principles and processes. 1 By the 1940 1s the need for
teaching arithmetic for understanding began receiving
some attention at the elementary school level . During the
1950 1s the inclusion of content to give meaning and to enrich the learning of arithmetic was increasingly evidenced.
Recent scientific and technological
development have put
even greater emphasis on the importance of developing
understanding of basic mathematical
ideas in the elementary
school to provide a sound foundation for continued study in
the field of mathematics.
Thus, the mathematics curriculum
is undergoing changes fo r improvement and modernization at
all levels of instruction,
from elementary school to college.
From the review of literature
Davi s (1959),

Glennon,

Dean (1964) all gave evidence

day than a generation

(1958),

Tieg (1949),

that children

ago . Even though children

Brownell (1945),

were taught better

were being taught better

to-

there

was room for improvement.
Studies by Buckingham (1951),
(1958) to name a few indicated
the ea r ly period of America,

Swenson,

in their writings

(1964 ) , Overman

(1964) and Mark s

that the purpose of arithmetic,

in

was to train young men for commerce and later was

used as a method to train the mind .
The modern day principle
helping children
understanding

for mastering arithmetic

become acquainted

or the discovery

with the quantitative

of numbers .

was geared more toward
side of the world through

7
Seeing definite
with a more precise
child's experiences
(1962),

patterns
language;

and relationships
developing

a geometric

becoming acquainted

awareness

earlier

in a

with numerals was the consensus of such authors as Dutton

Eicholz (1964), Flourney (1964),

( 1961) and others.

of numerals;

Mueller

(1956), Fisher (1961),

Lay

DESCRIPTION OF TEXTS

Following

are the basal arithmetic

cluded on the adopted

l.

textbooks

for the fifth grade that were in-

book list for the state of Utah for the year 1954 :

Upton, CliffordB.,
and Kenneth G. Fuller .
American Arithmetic,
Ame rican Book Company,

1951 .

2.

Wheat, Harry G . , and Ida Mae Hea rd .
Row-Peterson Arithmetic Book Five, Second edition,
Row, Peterson and Company , 1953.

3.

Morton, Robert Lee., Merle G ray , Elizabeth Springstun, and
Wi 11iam L. Schaaf.
Making Sure of Arithmetic . Si Iver-Burdett
Company, 1951 .

4.

Buechner, Leo J., Elda L. Meton, and Foster E. Grossnickle
Growth in Arithmetic.
Wo rld Book Company, 1952 .

5.

Clark, John R., Charlotte W . Junge, and Harold Moser .
Growth in Arithmetic.
World Book Company, 1952.

The following

basal arithmetic

the fall of 1964 as a tentative

list.

te x tbooks we re adopted

.

by the state of Utah rn

These will be the books used for a comparison :

l.

Eicholz, Robert E . , Phares G . O 1 Daffer, Charles F. Brumfield, and
Merrill E. Shanks . Elementary School Mathematics.
Addison,
Wesley Book Company, 1964 .

2.

Deans, Edwina., RobertB. Kane, George H . McMeen, Robert A.
Oesterle.
Learning Mathematics . American Book Company, 1963 .

3.

Wirtz, Robert W . , Morton Botel and W. W. Sawyer.
Math Workshop for Children E. Encyclopaedia
Britannica
1962.

Press, Inc.,

9
Mc Swain, E.T.,
Kenneth Brown, Bernard H. Gunlach
Cooke.
Arithmetic . Laidlaw Brothers, 1965.

5.

Science Research Association,
Inc., Greater Cleveland Mathematics
Program (GCMP). Science Research Association Inc., 1964 .

6.

Morton, Robert Lee., Myron F. Rosskoph, H. Stewart Moredock,
Merle Gray, Edward E . Sage, and Wagner G . Collins.
Modern
Arithmetic Through Discovery . Si Iver-Burdett Company, 196'5.

American

Book Company,

The organization
the previously

learned

American

of the American

for areas,

perimeters,

vocabulary;

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

skills; (2) an enlargement

cepts; (3) verbal problems for problem solving;

typical

textbook

Row-Peterson

The Row-Peterson

(4) introduction

Arithmetic

problems designed

to enlarge

topics such as fractions,

in to nineteen

si tuation s.

the pupil s ability

measurement

of the textbook . A diagnostic

of fractions;

use of the
if pupils did

and the test be retaken.

si milar to the American

chapters . The fi rst fou r
learned . The thi r ty pages of

The following
to utilize

and decimals

test was included

(5) solving

Book 1953

were a review of the basic skills previously
to real-life

of the basic con-

(6) the continual

Book Five was structured

Ari thmetic book . The book was divided

story problems referred

(1) a review of

timed tests with the suggestion

Company,

Arithmetic

was:

of skill practice

dry and liquid measurements;
(7) and the weekly

1951

not pass the test a review of the ski I ls shou Id be ente r tained

chapters

and Ralph J.

4.

chapters

consist of

the basic skills .

were included

in each chapter

New

in the later part
of the book.

10

The Silver-Burdett

Company,

Making Sure of Arithmetic

The Silver-Burdett

Arithmetic

book was similar to the two books previously

described.
chapters

The three hundred and forty-eight

1951

pages were divided

into eight

of the basic skills.

The first chapter
following

chapters

through practice

was a review of the previously

were concerned

with larger numbers,

The book contained
of illustration,
exercises,

with enlarging

twenty-one

fractions,

learned

concepts

the concepts
decimals

pages of verbal

of the basic skills

and measurements.

pages of explanations,

one hundred and thirty-six

while the

forty-seven
problems,

pages

computational

tests and review.

John C. Winston Company,

The similarities
trend of teaching
was divided

The Exploring of Numbers

of this book to the ones previously

arithmetic

into sections

a decade

providing

ago.

1952

described

indicate

Like the other textbooks,

the

this text

a review of the number system and the four

basic skills with one and two place numbe rs.

The basic skills were enlarged

using two or three digit numbers while halping

pupils to memorize

Fractions,

measurement,

Included

in each chapter

a section

was included

decimals

was a diagno stic test .

for those child ren needing

The World Book Company,
The textbook

were included

in the latter

the skills.

port of the book.

At the conclusion
more practice

Growth in Arithmetic

Growth in Arithmet i c was divided

by

of the book

in a specific

skill .

1952
into chapters

concerning

the

11
content

areas of review,

and measuring.

addition,

Within each chapter

ment of all of the skills.
basic skills,

subtraction,

were included

that treated

the division

twenty-one

pages had dril I type problems.

Addison-Wesley

The authors,

concept,

in the textbook.

twenty-five

fractions

to the develop-

Two or three place numbers were included

and decimals

most of them considered

division,

were story problems pertaining

starting with the easier numbers then increasing

ment, fractions

Mathematics

multiplication,

in teaching

in difficulty.

the

Measure-

Of the sixty-five

pages

pages had verbal problems and

Of the ninety-three

pages of fractions,

verbal problems.

Book Company,

Elementary

School Mathematics

1964

Robert E . Eichol z and hi s associa te s , of the Addison-Wesley

textbook,

organized

their textbook

in such a manner that more than

one skill would be taught at the same ti me . An example of this was noted in addition which was taught in var iou s way s: (1) addition
(2) it was taught in vert ical or horizontal
iative

laws were used; (4) addition

was an inverse to substraction ;

columns; (3) the commutative

and assoc-

wa s taught with sets; (5) cross number puzzles

we re used; (6) the numbe r I ine wa s used to teach add it ion with the pr inciple of
subtraction;

(7) multiplication

was another

aid to help student s unde rstand add ition .

is repea ted addition ; and (8) the algebraic

The place value system was presented by a hi storical background
ment of our number system.

The incl us ion of the study of Babylonian,

unknown

and developEgyptian and

Roman numerals along with a demonst ration of the base four system strengthened
understanding

the

of the place value of the base ten system .

Some of today's mathematicians,
part of the difficulty

children

Wirtz,

encountered

Spitzer,

in working

and Eicholz,
in arithmetic,

suggested

that

with understanding

12
was due to their inability

to comprehend

the structure

of the base ten number

system.
The colorful
were used to clarify

ii lustrations,

that were in evidence

the new steps and concepts

The mathematical

language

of the precise

language

This language

was gathered

iation written

by Loretta B. Fisher.

Accompanying
cepts previously
that appeared
ematics.

of each content

was used extensive! y.

the textbook,
area.

Tab le l shows the extent

found within the 1964 editions of the mathematical
from the publications

of the Science

the textbook was a "Getting

taught.

throughout

The teacher's

to be helpful

to teachers

edition
teaching

books.

Research Assoc-

Ready Book" which reviewed

had many suggestions
the

11

newer

11

con-

and directions

approach

to math-

Table l . A listing of ma thema tic al language a s used in the 1964 fifth grade textbooks.

Vocabulary
Addison
additive identity
algorism
array
associative property
Babylonian
bases 4, 5
base 10
binary operation
bisect
ca rdinal
centimete r
circumference
closed figure
closure
commutative property
composite number
congruent
curve
decimals, exponents
digits
disjoint sets
distributive property
Egyptian
elements
empty set
equal to

American

Textbook Using Vocabulary
Encyclopaedia
Britannica
Laidlaw

S.R.A.

Silver-Burdett

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
~

w

Tab le l . Continued

.

Vocabulary
Addison
equations
equivalent fraction
equivalent sets
expanded notation
factors
finite set
fractional number
greatest common mult iple
Greek
grouping
Hindu-Arabic
identity element
inequality
infinite set
intersection of sets
inverse
is greater than
is less than
is not equal to
is not greater than
least common multiple
line
I ine segment
math sentence
number
number line
numeral

American

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Textbook Using Vocabulary
Encycloped, ·a
Britannica
Laidlaw

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

S.R.A.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Silver-Burdett

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
~

Table l .

Con tin ued
Textbook

Vocabulary
Addison
one to one correspondence
one to many correspondence
ordinal
paint
pentagon
perpendicular
place value
plane
prime number
quadri lateral
ray
reciprocal
regions
re-naming
Roman
set s
subsets
triangle
union
universal sets
unknown number
venn diagram
vertical notation
whole number
zero

American

Encyclopedia
Britannica

Using Vocabulary
Laidlaw

X
X

X
X

X

S.R.A.

Si Iver-Burdett

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
u,
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American

Book Company,

Edwina Deans and her associates
to their 1964 arithmetic

duction
lines,

line rays,

line segments,

1963

Learning Mathematics

had the subject of geometry as the intro-

textbook.

The first chapter

rectangles,

squares,

presented

triangles,

the ideas of

and othe r geometric

figures.
Both the authors of the Addison-Wesley
of the American

mathematics

mathematics

textbook related

textbook and the outhors

the history and development

of our

present numeral system with a short sketch of the Roman numeral system and an introduction

of another base system in an attempt

of the uniqueness

to help children

in the understanding

in the const ruction of our base ten system.

Colors were used to emphasize
explanation

of the place value,

explanation

of fractions

various concepts.

geomet ry and sets.

and subtraction

The red was used 1n the
The blue co lor was used in the

. The grey was the unknown quantity

in

geometry.
The authors,
the overview

Deans et al . , (1963 Teachers Gu ide iii) stated thei r purpose

in

of the program as :
The modern mathema ti cs series is based upon a psychological foundation which emphas izes the perceiving of
relationships,
the awareness of the relationship of the part
to the whole.
In so far as possible, discovery is emphasized
and insight was sought . Problems are to be solved on the basis
of reasoning, rather than on the basis of bl ind repetition.

Suggestions
in an attempt
process.

were included

to help the children

for several methods of teaching
understand

the "how" and "why" aspects of the

A premium was placed on understanding

language .

the basic processes

and the use of precise mathematical

17
The study of the number system was developed

gradual Iy, systematically

and sequentially.

The "modern"

terms of commutative,

tributive

properties

over addition

were developed

language

of geometry,

the numeration

mental idea of inverse operations,
identity
explained

and demonstrated

Encyc lo;pedia

and W.W.
children

Sawyer,

sets, the funda-

element of (O) for addition,

and the study of measurements

Math Work Shop for Children

program written
was organized

discover and understand

significant

The

were all

by the authors,

Robert Wirtz,

with an unusual creative
the basic concepts

E 1962

Morton Botel

style in order to help

and skills in a delightful

and

way.

The textbook

is oriented

around the story of a computer which wrote a set of

numerals establishing

a pattern different

people in the story.

The pattern

by the children.

from that "fed into" the computer by the

established

by the machine was to be discovered

Sometimes more than one pattern

problem was called,

"What's my rule?"

could be found.

All the principles,

concepts

This type of
and skills

were found within the various patterns set up by the machine .
Wirtz,

th~

with in this textbook .

Britannica,

The mathematics

and dis-

within this textbook.

system, number sentences,

the identity

element of (1) for multiplication

associative

et~-,

(1962 preface

iii) had this to say as to their purpose:

The story line that unfolds in many ramifications
throughout level E has novelty in it, a strong flavor of
puzzle and humorous development.
It also requires much
computation and successful pattern-hunting
to keep up
with the story.

18
It is not the purpose to sugar coat drill.
Instead,
our rationale is that the story line parallels very closely
mankind's efforts to understand nature; mankind's research
for knowledge about the world he Iives in. Natures 1
secrets are locked in just as the mechanisms of Alec's
machines are locked in. Al I we can ever know about
nature is that a certain input leads to a certain output,
a certain stimulus produces a certain response, a certain
cause is fol lowed by a certain effect.
When we see a
relationship between cause and effect, we spin a theory,
make an educative guess, then we predict, and test our
prediction.
We keep on searching for a pattern that
seems reliable.
Our predictions are proved correct, but
we are never sure that we have unlocked nature's secret.
The method used in Alec's machine is worked similar
to a scientists at work. Scientists observe events, searching for a cause, effect relationship,
then they try to find
a pattern that will lead to formulation of a rule that can
be used to predict what will happen in a given set of circumstances . They test the rule . .. predict.
Wirtz (1962) indicated,

as sc ientists probed deeper into nature,

liable rules failed as reliable
and new laws of mechanics
patterns.

bases fo r prediction.

Old rules have to be amended

have to be formulated.

Mathematics

E. T. Mc Swain, et al.,

in the development

1964

int roduced thei r textbook with a historical

ground of the base ten numeral system.

measurement,

back-

Examples with Roman numerals were also

of the base ten system . The textbook was divided

to chapters which had the usual headings of addition,
division,

was a study of

Patterns were a mechanism that made memory possible .

Laidlaw Brother s , Arithmetic

included

the once re-

subtraction,

in-

multiplication,

fractions and decimals.

Addition and subtraction

were developed

used with the newer methods of instruction

together.

The new terminology

was

such as; (1) number line; (2) the associative

19
law; (3) the commutative

law for addition;

and (5) the algebraic

addition;

forty-five
11

11

newer

included

twenty-two

pages of computational
concepts

more as the 1954 edition.

appeared

pages of explanation,

problems.

with minimum illustration

Occasionally

At the conclusion
review of the chapter
mid 11 and final test.

the authors

introduced

There was a section

the meanings of the newer

to the concepts.
of each chapter

there were pages of problem solving,

and a self-evaluation

11

one hundred and

of the concept.

in the last part of the book which contained

terms and rules pertaining

as the undoing of

unknowns.

The content within the third chapter
The book had in its content

(4) subtraction

Accompanying

test.

Included

a

in the book was a

the textbook was a workbook and an achieve-

ment test.
A comparison

of the vocabulary

Si Iver-Burdett,

Modern Mathematics

The Silver-Burdett
edition

in the content

planation

can be noted 1n Table l, pages 13-15.

arithmetic
area.

of new topics.

Through Discovery

1965

in the 1965

textbook showed some difference

The book had more illustrations

It also contained

a more precise

to facilitate
language

the ex-

which is shown

in Table l.
The authors tried to create a greater understanding
cluding

in their textbook,

plication
regrouping,
of addition

and division.
factoring

for mathematics

more than one method of addition,
For example,

this textbook

of numerals in multiplication;

included

subtraction,
expanded

and subtraction

while division was the inverse of multiplication.

by irimulti-

notation,

was the inverse

20
The authors,

Morton,

et~-,

(1965 preface

vi) state:

In science,
in industry and in commerce mathematics
plays an important role ...
. To provide our children
with the necessary foundation for their future, leaders
in the field of mathematics have long seen the need to
revitalize the elementary school arithmetic curriculum,
they have sought a new program to clarify mathematical
ideas, offer stimulating content and help pupils prepare
for intelligent participation
in society that will be more
technological
than our own.
Modern mathematics through discovery is such a
program.
Modern in viewpoint,
in content, and in
spirit.
It is a sequential learning program in which new
approaches and new content are always utilized for a
valid mathematical
and pedagogical purpose.
The authors had one goal in mind. That goal was
the development of a program that would help establish
new standards for teaching arithmetic,
at the same time
that it provided pupils with a series of challenging,
meaningful and ...
appropriate learning experiences.

Science

Research Association,

The 1962 SRA, Greater

Greater

Cleveland

Cleveland

Mathematics

different

from the previously

booklets

which came in four sets titled booklet

described

there was an accompanying

teacher's

workbooks,

pages.

with perforated

The content
mathematical
developed,
ideas,

of these booklets

concept

Program 1962

Program was somewhat

textbooks . The books were transitional
a, b, c, and d.

With each booklet

edition . These booklets were constructed

started with a gradual

introduction

like

of the new

and the problems at first were very simple but as ideas were

the material

within the booklets was more difficult.

and symbols were introduced

stated that:

Mathematics

to develop

the basic concepts.

Various ways,
The authors

21
. . . As the pupi Is become more familiar with
the mathematical ideas involved computation becomes
increasingly more difficult.
When the pupils understand a new mathematical idea and are reasonably
competent in performing the computations necessary
in using the idea, applications to the physical world
are presented.
Transitional

booklet

whole number concept
were presented

(a) was divided

was deveioped.

in chapter

third chapter developed
ing chapters

presented

modern mathematics.
the computation

putational

The addition

The set theory and

and subtraction

principles

two with a review of the previous learnings.
the new mathematical

multiplication

language

The

(See Table 1) .

The fol low-

and division with the newer approaches

The newer terms were used in describing

of

and explaining

of the basic concepts.

Fractions were treated
understanding

into seven chapters.

of fractions

in booklet

(b ) using sets and regions to further the

and decimals.

skills with more difficult

Each succeeding

booklet developed

com -

pro b lems .

Comparison of Textbooks
Several distinctive

difference s within the 1954 textbooks

the 1964 textbooks were noted by the author.

as compared with

The diffe rences found were few in

some of the textbooks whereas in othe r there we re significant

differences

.

Some

of the changes were as fol lows:
1.

The format, of the 1954 textbooks,
were titled as to the one concept

1964 textbooks

1

understanding

the concept

chapters

presented

was in a division of chapters which
to be developed
many principles

within them.

The

and methods for

that was being st ressed within the chapter.

22
In some of the 1964 editions,
according

to the methods described

example,

to develop addition

regions,

2.

the division of chapters were titled

the algebraic

Addison-Wesley

unknown,

extended

the basic skill.

notation,

and re-naming

of numbers.

Some of the titles used were:

Inequality

and Equality,

Sets, and Number Sentences.

A greater number of ways to solve problems was included

Some of the 1964 books included

For

used sets, number lines,

regrouping

editions with colorful explanations
3.

for presenting

or

Place Value,

in the ,1964

and i I lustrations of the method used.
either diagnostic

or evaluation

tests .

An example of this was the Laidlaw book.
4.

The greatest differences

to help children

were in the use of the more precise language

understand

the actual

process of the "how" and the

"why" of mathematics.
5.

The inclusion of geometry,
with an introduction

decimals and more emphasis on place value

of another base and a historical

the number system we use, was more evident
shown in Table 2, pages23-25
6.

The illustrations

of

in the 1964 textbooks as

.·

in the 1954 textbooks were limited in number and were not

so colorful nor so attractive
7.

development

.

The explanations

were limited.

More verbal or story problems and rt1ore pages of practice

were in evid-

ence in the 1954 books as shown in Table 2 and Table 3, pages 23-26.

Table 2 . A comparison of the numbe r of pages used to Deve lop Several Concept s in American Arithmetic
1954 and 1964
Addition
Subtraction Multiplication
1954 1964 1954 1964
1954 1964
additives subtraction
average
associative
computation
distributive
estimating
explanation
four place
fractions
large numbe r
magic square
money
one place
place value
relationship
renaming
review
sets
story problems
three place
two place
undoing and doing
zero concept

Divis ion
1954 1964
7
l

l

2
4

8

3
4

3
l
l

4

l

l
l

l

2
4
2

3
3

11

l

3
2

3

3

2

2

2

l

l
13
l
2

l
1

2

4

l

3
l
l

*division with remainder as fraction
*multiplication
cf fraction

3

2

2
2

18

3
6

l
l

1

2
4

4
11
14

6
1

Textbooks for

Fraction
1954 1964
addition
circle
decimals
discount
distance
div. r. as fr.*
dry
explanation
graphs
lines
liquid
mileage
mixed number
multip. fr.*
number I ine
percent
rainfal I
ratio
reducing
renaming
review
rules
story problems
subtraction
tables
unknown concept

17

Measurements
1954 1964

6
2

8
2

28

5

8

l

11

3

1
l
4

8
2

3
12
l
12

10

4
D
5
1
4
10

1
2

4
7

3
2
ts.)

w

Table 2.

Continued
Geometry
T954

angles

Review
1964

1954

2

addition

subtraction

7

area

3

2

cumulative

closed figures

4

4

fraction

2

geometry

compass

4

graphs

cong ruent figures

l

mul tip I ication

Ii nes, rays, segments

6

multiplication

parallel

l

oral review

3

place value

perpendicular

l

prob Iem-solving

plane

7

rules

rectangles

l

story problems

18

square feet

7

test on skills

28

triangle

2

vocabulary

comparing

lines

lines

perimeter

2

test

1964

7
2

5

4
9

13
division

11
11
5
15

6

3

2

3

N

.i:,...

Table 2.

Continued
Fractions
1954

addition and subtraction
addition
common denominator
commutative and associative
comparison
decimals
explanation
measuring
mixed fraction
part of whole
reducing
regrouping
story problem or verbal problem
sub traction

4
19

Review

1964

7
6
5
3

8
16
6
l

21
5
6

3

8
10
13

10

8

7

1954
addition
all ski I ls
base 5
diagnostic
explanations of number
fraction
large number
money
multiplication
number line
number sentences
number system
place value
Roman numerals
semester
story problem
subtraction
tests
unde rstanding
year
zero

1964

3
15
9
13
5
3
2
l
2

4
2
2
20

9
3
2

r-...,
01

Table 3.

A compari son of th e numbe r of page s used to develop conc ep ts in Silve r -Burde tt Textbook s fo r 1954 and 1964
Add iti on Subtraction
1954 1964 1954 1964

addition and subtraction
additive subtraction
area
associative
averages
commutative
estimating
explanation
inverse of addition
inverse of mult iplication
missing number
one place - one digit
ratio-comparison
regrouping
short division
story problems
three place
two place - two digit
undo i ng and doing
working with money
zero

*squares,

rectangles

Multielication
1954 1964

Division
1954 1964

5
16
4

l
2

l

l
l
l

l

l

l
l

2
2

1

1
l

8
l
3

l
4

3

l

7

3

12

3

8
l
4

2

3
8

3

l

2
5
5
1

l
3

9
6
12

4
l
3

13

2
4
17
1

30

l
2
0

and triangles

1
1

1

7
4

5
2

2

Measuring

Geometry

1954 1964 1954 1964
areas
calendar
circles
closed figures
distance
dry measurement
explanation
graphs
length
Iin e graphs
Iiquid measurement
lines
perimete r
planes
polygons
rays
scales
spheres
sq . rect. & tri .*
story prob Iem
tables
thermometer
time
volumes
weight

3
l

3

2
2

l
5

4

2
3
2

3

4
2

2

3
4
2

11

8
2

l
9

2
4

3
0"'
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CONCLUSION

Summary of Findings

The 1964 textbooks
Wesley,

differed

the Encyclopaedia

Britannica

books have made the greatest
The most apparent
preciseness
historical

development

and the Science

in the 1964 textbooks

for greater

understanding;

methods in the development

(6) the inclusion
sequential

of concepts;

text-

(I) an increased

(2) the inclusion

the place value system;
patterns

(5) the emphasis placed on reasoning

of skills;

than numerous pages of practice
Fisher (1963,

Research Assoication

have been:

(4) perceiving

of geometry and decimals;

development

The Addison-

of the

of the base ten number system with an introduction

numeral and base systems which emphasized

of their relationships;

from those of 1954.

changes.

changes

of language,

considerably

(7) the gradual,

and (8) a premium placed

of other

(3) numerous

and the awareness

and drawing conclusions;
systematical

and

upon understanding

problems only for the sake of drill.

p. 6, unit l) states :

Children may be exposed to fundamental ideas relating
to the structure of our number system.
To appreciate
the
beauty and ordeliness of our decimal ...
Classes may
study other systems of numeration at appropriate times in the
elementary grades.
~n introduction of this was found
in the fifth grade textbooks ·}
We study other systems of
numeration to better understand our own.
Such study
affords a clear picture of why computation operates the way
it does, exactly what grouping is and how it works, and
the invaluable position place value has in an organized
system of numeration
. . . .
The 1964 arithmetic
mathematics,

textbooks

treat arithmetic

which is filled with interesting

as a part of the board area of

and useful relationships

to the world

rather

28
in which we live; whereas the 1954 books had the tendency
parts of mathematics

but never showing any relationship

The textbooks are geared in helping children
understanding

of their world of quantitative

facts.

to treat only certain

between

them.

discover with enthusiasm

the

29
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